Animal models have been used primarily as surrogates for humans, having similar disease-based phenotypes. Genomic organization also tends to be conserved between species, leading to the generation of comparative genome maps. The emergence of radiation hybrid (RH) maps, coupled with the large numbers of available Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs), has revolutionized the way comparative maps can be built. We used publicly available rat, mouse, and human data to identify genes and ESTs with interspecies sequence identity (homology), identified their UniGene relationships, and incorporated their RH map positions to build integrated comparative maps with >2100 homologous UniGenes mapped in more than one species (∼6% of all mammalian genes). The generation of these maps is iterative and labor intensive; therefore, we developed a series of computer tools (not described here) based on our algorithm that identifies anchors between species and produces printable and on-line clickable comparative maps that link to a wide variety of useful tools and databases. The maps were constructed using sequence-based comparisons, thus creating "hooks" for further sequence-based annotation of human, mouse, and rat sequences. Currently, this map enables investigators to link the physiology of the rat with the genetics of the mouse and the clinical significance of the human.
Over the past 200 years, animal models have been selected and used primarily as surrogates for humans. The primary selection criteria for the animal models have been diseasebased phenotypic characteristic(s) similar to those of humans. Indeed, many rat and mouse models share pathobiological characteristics similar to a human condition (Desnick et al. 1982) . The idea that genomic organization also tends to be evolutionarily conserved between species was postulated in the early 1900s (Castle and Wachter 1924; Haldane 1927) . Studies involving banding conservation and chromosome painting (ZOO-FISH) have since shown that large stretches of DNA are conserved in mammalian species as divergent as humans and fin whales (Nash and O'Brien 1982; Sawyer and Hozier 1986; Scherthan et al. 1994; Weinberg and Stanyon 1995) . Although these studies showed genome conservation, they could not show the explicit conserved gene order at high resolution; such detail can only be accomplished at the genetic/physical mapping or sequence level. Several studies evaluating genome conservation at the genetic and physical mapping level have determined that gene order does tend to be conserved between mammals (Oakey et al. 1992; Sellar et al. 1994; Stubbs et al. 1994) , opening up the prospect of constructing comparative maps between multiple species based on genetic sequence and map information (Nadeau 1989; Anderson et al. 1996; DeBry and Seldin 1996; Lyons 1997) .
As genetic and physical maps of human and model organisms developed with the advent of the Human Genome Project in the 1990s and as the number of identified genes increased, the number of possible integration points dramatically enhanced the potential quality and density of comparative maps (O'Brien et al. 1999) . The increased number of mapped genes and expressed sequence tag (EST) sites has led to sequence comparisons to identify orthologous genes (homologous genes in different species evolving from the same common ancestral gene ; Clark 1999; Fitch 2000) . When mapped in both species, these orthologs serve as anchors that are useful in identifying conserved segments between species. However, until absolute phylogeny of the genes is truly known, the ortholog assignments between these species must be considered preliminary; thus, it is prudent to assign genebased anchors using the more conservative homolog relationships. The Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) group at The Jackson Laboratories (http://www.informatics.jax.org/; Blake et al. 2000) has curated and assigned 2105 rat-mouse (R-M), 1950 rat-human (R-H), and 5603 mouse-human (M-H) orthologs. However, fewer of these genes have been mapped across all three species, limiting the number of anchors for building comparative maps. Several lower-resolution com-parative maps have been generated between rat, mouse, and human using fluorescence in situ hybridization (Levan et al. 1991; Scalzi and Hozier 1998; Grutzner et al. 1999 ) and combined genetic/radiation hybrid (RH) maps (Watanabe et al. 1999) , the later identifying 522 anchor points between rat and human and/or mouse. The combined genetic/RH maps identified 41 conserved segments (identified by containing at least two homologous genes) between rat and mouse and 89 between rat and human (Watanabe et al. 1999) . Using the analytical methodology developed by Nadeau and Taylor (1984) , Watanabe et al. (1999) predicted the number of evolutionarily conserved segments between rat and human to be 152+21 and between rat and mouse to be 49+7.
The emergence of the RH maps in human, rat, and mouse (Gyapay et al. 1996; Steen et al. 1999; VanEtten et al. 1999) , coupled with the development of large numbers of UniGenes and ESTs for all three species, has revolutionized the way comparative maps can be built and maintained, before the complete genome sequencing of all three species. Indeed, the mapping approach described here can easily be extended to other mammals with significant EST libraries and RH maps and with entire genome sequences that will not likely be determined. There are many advantages of using the RH maps over curated or integrated genetic maps. First, RH mapping facilitates the integration of genetic markers, genes, and ESTs onto a single backbone map. Second, anchor (homology and map) assignments (based on sequence alignment, UniGene assemblies of ESTs, and map information) between species provide large numbers of hooks on and between the RH maps of rat, mouse, and human, which are useful for further sequence-based annotation of finished sequence from any source and, in particular, annotation of gene function based on results in animal models. Finally, the backbone of the maps has been developed and constructed using sequence-based comparison assignments coupled to a sophisticated scoring algorithm to choose the most likely homologies, thus providing an algorithm for de novo construction of comparative maps as the fundamental EST, gene assembly (UniGene or other), and RH map data sets mature. As the genomic sequence for human and mouse are in finishing and the sequencing of the rat is underway (Marshall 2000; Pennisi 2000a,b) , such an RH-based scaffold becomes a powerful tool for early rat physical mapping, sequencing, and annotation of function. Comparative maps as described here provide a powerful platform for the integration of physiological and pharmacological information in the rat with genetic information in the mouse and clinical information in the human.
RESULTS
We have used publicly available rat, mouse, and human data to identify genes and ESTs with interspecies sequence identity (Table 1) and have coupled the information on sequence alignment (homolog) with both gene assemblies (UniGene) and their RH map positions to build comparative maps. Our threshold for positive EST sequence alignment is 85% sequence identity over at least a 100-bp stretch after masking interspersed repeats (e.g., long interspersed elements [LINEs] ) and low-complexity regions, criteria we experimentally established (see Methods) and that are supported in studies by Makalowski and Boguski (1998) and used in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) HomoloGene algorithm (Zhang et al. 2000) . Results of sequence identity testing between multi-organism gene and EST sequences were then subject to an algorithm that compresses them into homologous UniGene objects (see Compression and Scoring Algorithm). The objects are then scored to predict unique (oneto-one in each species) homologous UniGene anchors that have high affinity for each other based on the gene and EST sequence alignment(s). If map information is available, these anchors are then assigned a consensus map position. This algorithm identified 18,901 R-H, 84,680 R-M, and 28,973 M-H putative UniGene homologies (using UniGene builds 115 for human, 77 for rat, and 78 for mouse), of which 8012 R-H, 14,370 R-M, and 9164 M-H were classified as unique homologous UniGene anchors using the algorithm. Those unique homologous UniGenes with consistently mapped ESTs were used as the anchor points for the comparative maps. We conclude that the majority of these anchors (gene pairs) resulting from our algorithm are in fact orthologous genes.
Using these data, we generated comparative framework maps between rat, human, and mouse. After compressing the EST alignments into unique homologous UniGenes, we identified 1244 mapped R-H homologs, 368 mapped R-M homologs, and 569 mapped M-H homologs, corresponding to 2155 homologous UniGenes mapped in more than one species, ∼6% of all mammalian genes (Adams et al. 2000) . The map information was obtained from publicly available rat (http://rgd.mcw.edu; http://ratEST.uiowa.edu; Steen et al. 1999; Sheetz et al. 2001) , human (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/genemap99/; Deloukas et al. 1998) , and mouse (http:// websql.har.mrc.ac.uk/mps/maps/0/LOD_7/graphic.html; VanEtten et al. 1999 ) RH maps. From these comparative maps, we have identified 107 conserved segments with at least 2 anchors between rat and human and 37 between rat and mouse. The average conserved segment length between rat and human is 94.25 cR, with a range of 0.2 to 483 cR; between rat and mouse, 326.4 cR, with a range of 0.2 to 867 cR. It is important to note that although these numbers reflect conserved segments, many of them are interrupted by intrachromosomal rearrangements, that is, local gene order has not been as well conserved. This trend has been more and more evident with the increasing resolution of comparative maps (Carver and Stubbs 1997; Thomas et al. 2000) . For example, two comparative maps between human and chromosome 7 mouse have reported 14 and 13 conserved segments, respectively, when using genetic map information in the mouse and either cytogenetic or genomic sequence information for the human (DeBry and Seldin 1996; Lander et al. 2001 ). However, a refined map for this chromosome that used mouse sequence tag site (STS) maps (rather than consensus genetic maps of the mouse) and human genomic sequence maps identified 20 conserved segments, only half of which correspond to nonadjacent regions (Thomas et al. 2000) . Therefore, the remaining 50% of the conserved segments were produced by intrachromosomal rearrangements. This may affect the previous estimates of conserved segment length, as these calculations assume when a segment is defined by two or more syntenic orthologous genes, gene order is conserved between those anchors (Nadeau and Taylor 1984) . Indeed, for human chromosome 7, previous conserved segment length estimates were >50% than those determined in the refined comparative maps using STS and sequence maps. More detailed sequence-based comparisons, resulting from the human, mouse, and rat genomic sequence, will serve to better determine whether this phenomenon is specific to human chromosome 7 or whether it is a general trend.
We also identified 200 singleton segments (defined by a single homologous anchor) between rat and human and 84 singleton segments between rat and mouse. Although some of these singletons could be short conserved segments, they may also be caused by incorrect assignments of orthologs and/or incorrect mapping information. The homology maps between human and mouse also detect a large representation of singleton segments, ranging from 141 (Lander et al. 2001 ) to 223 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Homology/), and it has been suggested that nearly 50% of these are likely true conserved segments. To avoid some of the complexities caused by ambiguities in RH placement position, we define ESTs within a 20-cR bin interval as a single UniGene placement. We anticipate a reduction in the total number of singletons as more map information is made available, UniGene rebuilds improve, genomic sequence for all three species is available, and singleton segments are subsumed into adjoining newly mapped syntenic regions. The generation of high-resolution comparative maps is an iterative and labor-intensive exercise as new ESTs, RH map iterations, and ongoing UniGene rebuilds are produced. Therefore, we have developed a series of computer tools (data not shown) based on our algorithm that, on a quarterly basis, identify unique homologous UniGene anchors between rat, human, and mouse; develop and annotate the comparative map information; and build and display the comparative framework maps in printable and online clickable formats using the most current available data. Figure 1 , produced as the poster enclosed with this issue, shows static R-H and R-M comparative maps generated using our computer tool; all of these maps, along with those using mouse and human as backbone species, have been generated and are available (http://rgd.mcw.edu/VCMAPS). The displayed version of these maps was generated to give a visually pleasing picture of the comparative maps but, because of the density of markers on the maps, does not display all available information. All conserved segments are displayed (having at least two homologous anchors), but not all detail is included at the wholechromosome level. For instance, lines are drawn between homologous UniGenes only if the homologous anchors have been displayed in both organisms. The backbone species is in the middle of each map, with the corresponding species on either side. The backbone map is drawn to scale; however, the corresponding homologous regions in the other two species are not, rather they are displayed to span the length of the backbone map. However, because the maps are clickable, more detailed mapping and homology information is also available in a tabular format (Table 2 ) via a direct link. A user can either click on a colored bar of the backbone map or directly enter the desired interval to display all anchor data for that interval, including framework markers in the backbone map to aid in orientation. Each UniGene anchor is also clickable, displaying more detailed alignment and mapping information and providing direct links to UniGene information at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/), which can then be navigated for additional information. These maps are the first example to our knowledge that, in an automated fashion, provides comprehensive comparative information in a single source for rat, mouse, and human. We have incorporated these maps into the Rat Genome Database (RGD; http://rgd.mcw.edu/), where they will be maintained and serve as an integration point for genomic and physiological data in the rat and a direct tie into human and mouse genome information. This integration allows for direct queries using marker, UniGene IDs, or accession numbers as well as desired map location within any of the backbones. As the iterative process of EST sequencing, UniGene builds, and RH map density increases, and as genomic sequence is annotated, identified anchor points, conserved segments, and resulting comparative maps will reflect the increased information. Some conserved segments will merge, and some additional segments may be identified. New builds will be performed and released by RGD on a quarterly basis, starting with the first release in June 2001.
To address the accuracy of the automated maps, we compared the R-H maps generated by our algorithms with those generated by Watanabe et al. (1999) , which are based on curated orthologs and combined RH/cytogenetic maps. We found 80 conserved segments in common between the R-H. We identified 18 conserved segments that were not identified by Watanabe et al. Conversely, they identified 24 conserved segments that we did not. One important difference between the maps, however, is the fact that we did not consider singleton anchors in our calculations, whereas the previous study defined conserved segments with a single mapped anchor. Of the additional segments identified by Watanabe et al., 19 of them appear to be segments based on singleton anchors, and four cases resulted in an interchromosomal interruption in an otherwise conserved segments. Overall, there was remarkably good consistency between the two maps, particularly given the different methodologies and data sets used to generate them.
A second test for map accuracy was to annotate anchors on the rat chromosome 3 RH backbone using either the HomoloGene database or protein similarity data reported in the UniGene database to identify their predicted human orthologous UniGenes and incorporating human RH map location, using GeneMap99 links from the UniGene Web site. We then compared the results with those generated using the current iteration R-H comparative maps for rat chromosome 3. Of 142 anchor comparisons, 77% were identified by both methods, Steen et al. 1999 ).
19% were identified only by the manual annotation using HomoloGene and protein prediction data, and 4% were found only by the algorithm. Importantly, no cases revealed a discrepancy in ortholog assignment in the comparison. Furthermore, given the extensive time involved in manually annotating the maps and the ever-increasing number of genes and ESTs in the UniGene builds and RH maps, we propose that our algorithm and tool set can be used in place of manual builds of the comparative maps for the whole genome. Investigators interested in a given region may wish to conduct a manual search until the sequences of the human, mouse, and rat genomes are completed. The density of the anchors and the completion of the comparative maps, on a theoretical level, suggested that the maps could be used to predict EST and gene locations (virtual mapping) in advance of wet-lab mapping or in instances in which the EST cannot be RH mapped by the wet-lab because of cross-species amplification between the donor species and hamster. Our experience is that only ∼50% of all ESTs produce a vector that can be RH mapped using a single set of polymerase chain reaction primers. However, we have identified 8012 R-H, 14,370 R-M, and 9164 M-H unique homologous UniGene anchors that can be used to increase the density of the comparative maps. We have established conserved segments by identifying at least two anchors on each segment; we can use information from UniGene anchors mapped in at least one species within that conserved segment to predict the placement of its homologous UniGene in another species, given that gene order has been conserved in that segment (Fig. 2) (Table 3) . Furthermore, we sought to use map information upstream and/or flanking anchors that define a conserved segment to better define the evolutionary breakpoint and potentially extend the segment by prioritizing that UniGene for wet-lab mapping. We could predict the placement of an additional 1061 rat UniGenes, 1313 mouse UniGenes, and 182 human UniGenes upstream or downstream of a conserved segment (this is a region that contains an evolutionary breakpoint), based on the map position of homologous UniGene anchors in the other species (Table 3) . For this prediction, we included those breakpoints represented by a single anchor to give the opportunity to experimentally refute or confirm that conserved segment by, for example, RH mapping. The virtually mapped UniGenes have also been integrated into the online clickable maps by querying the particular region of interest, in centiRay distance on the backbone map and displaying them in a separate table, immediately following the tabular detailed comparative map information. Table 3 summarizes the virtual mapping predictions of UniGenes in rat, human, and mouse. The upstream and downstream predicted UniGenes, those that fall nearby evolutionary breakpoints, can then be prioritized for RH mapping to better define the evolutionary breakpoints and to fill in gaps in the comparative maps. 
DISCUSSION The Future of Comparative Mapping
Given the time to manually generate the maps and the everincreasing number of genes and ESTs in the UniGene builds and RH maps, we propose that our algorithm and tool set can be used in place of manual builds of the comparative maps for the whole genome. Investigators interested in a given region may wish to conduct a more detailed manual search until the sequences of the human, mouse, and rat genomes are completed. The comparative maps (in clickable format) in Figure  1 , as well as those with the mouse and human backbones, have been installed online at the RGD (http://rgd.mcw.edu/ VCMAPS), with references from the RGD that allow a visual entry to all of the homology assignments, as well as dbEST and UniGene links to NCBI. Within the next few years, we anticipate that the sequence data from the human, mouse, and rat EST and genome sequencing projects will complete the comparative maps at the sequence level and that sequence-based comparative maps will become the norm. In the interim, there is a need to place more genes on the comparative map to facilitate the discovery of disease genes by linking genomic and phenotypic information between the mouse and rat models with the human. RH mapping is the most powerful interim solution to comparative mapping, as it facilitates higher-resolution maps and has less ambiguity than can be provided by genetic maps. Furthermore, many agricultural and other model organisms will not be sequenced fully, yet sufficient genomic resources (sequenced ESTs, genetic and RH maps) are available to generate virtual comparative maps using our algorithms and tool. Although we acknowledge that there are caveats to using RH maps for local ordering of genes and ESTs, as has been shown when aligning human RH maps with genomic sequence (Agarwala et al. 2000) , it certainly is the most powerful and effective approach currently available for global ordering and comparative mapping between species, before genomic sequencing, and for those organisms with genomes that are not likely to be sequenced. Furthermore, the infrastructure we have developed is able to integrate finished sequences of human, mouse, and rat to lead to sequence-based comparative maps as they become available.
Accuracy of Virtual Mapping
Two tests were executed to examine the accuracy of the predictions. In the first test, 243 rat UniGenes, predicted in a previous iteration of the comparative map (bin predictions), were subsequently RH mapped in the wet-lab and tested directly using the next successive comparative map. Of the 243 rat UniGenes tested (representing a total of 2713 ESTs), the location of 143 of 243 (59%) were confirmed, using a 50-cR or <10-cM bin interval, whereas 100 were wet-lab mapped to locations outside the bin prediction. If the criteria were relaxed so that the predicted and tested placement must be on the same chromosome, the accuracy of prediction increased to 71%, indicating that inaccuracies in the RH placement may impact the predictions because of the low density of the initial comparative map from which these predictions were made. Because of a lower density of anchors between the species, the minor intrachromosomal rearrangements that often occur within conserved segments may not have been evident. To evaluate this possibility, the Whitehead Institute/Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) public Mouse EST RH Mapping Project release 8 (7606 mapped ESTs; http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/ mouse_rh/index.html) was used to build comparative maps (data not shown). One hundred eleven predicted mouse UniGenes from release 8 were tested against MIT release 9 RH maps (8413 ESTs mapped), using the approach as described above in second test. Ninety-five of 111 (86%) predicted locations were confirmed to map within the predicted bin. With respect to mapping to the correct chromosome, 99 of 111 (89%) met these criteria. Therefore, it appears that as map density increases, the predictive ability of this method concurrently increases. It is also possible that because of intrachromosomal rearrangements, we may not be able to increase the accuracy of the virtual mapping greater than this level. Nonetheless, the virtual mapping described here provides a valuable starting point for an investigator interested in testing an EST with a specific homology or wanting to follow up on ESTs shown to have different expression via microarrays, SAGE, or other techniques. We also anticipate that, as was shown here, with consecutive iterations of the comparative map, the accuracy of prediction will increase as the density of mapped ESTs (and thus UniGenes) increases. Comparative Maps between Rat, Human, and Mouse
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The algorithm and tools, coupled with the emerging databases, continued RH mapping of rat and mouse ESTs, and genomic sequencing, will result in increased accuracy of the detailed comparative maps.
The comparative maps are a very powerful means to integrate data attached to the genome in rat, human, and mouse. For example, quantitative trait loci (QTLs) mapped for hypertension-related phenotypes in the rat, combined with comparative map data, have been used to predict regions of the human genome to be investigated at a higher resolution (e.g., by an association study using single nucleotide polymorphisms), and several of these regions have been independently identified in human and mouse (Stoll et al. 2000) . The gene(s) associated with the disease could then be validated using mouse knockout or other transgenic strategies, establishing a mammalian genome platform to facilitate gene discovery. The generation of this platform could be taken a step further to, for example, integrate data generated by microarray studies (Fig. 3) . On a larger scale, the algorithm used here to generate the comparative maps between rat, human, and mouse can be applied to other species with similar resources to create a mammalian genome platform that can be used not only for functional genomics but also for better understanding of the evolution of mammalian genomes.
METHODS

Establishment of Sequence Alignment Criteria
The alignment criteria for testing DNA sequence similarities were derived by a sophisticated test of UniGene sequences from 1000 UniGenes (per organism) using the gapped BLAST program. For the three species, 100 common orthologs (between R-M, M-H, and R-H) were selected from the ortholog data curated and assigned by The MGI group at The Jackson Laboratories (http://www.informatics.jax.org/). The test data sets were based on curated homologous genes and excluded those homologous genes based solely on the similarities in DNA or protein sequences. To take into consideration the potential confounding issue of paralogous genes, we included 10 putative paralogous genes, each corresponding to one of the remaining 90 orthologous genes, in each of the three data sets. Three test data sets were created (R-M, M-H, and R-H) of 1000 UniGenes, each composed of 90 curated orthologs to the other organisms (as chosen from the MGI data) and 10 curated paralogs plus an additional 900 randomly chosen UniGenes not found in the MGI data sets. For each pair, sequences corresponding to the genes of the first organism were used as BLAST probes to the target collection of sequences of the second organism. To determine the optimal BLAST threshold, a series of processes were executed using each combination of (minimal base pair aligned length, % alignment) for base pair length ranging from 50 to 150 bp in 5-bp intervals and percent alignment ranging from 65% to 100% in 5% intervals. After compression and scoring (see Compression and Scoring Algorithm), the predicted homologous UniGene one-to-one objects were compared with the curated orthologous pairs. Sensitivity, specificity and ACP (average conditional probability, an overall statistical evaluation for both specificity and sensitivity) of predicting the correct homologous UniGenes under each aligned length and percentage combination were calculated. The optimal BLAST threshold for positive prediction of homology for R-H was 100 bp, (95%); for R-M, 100 bp (85%); and for M-H, 95 bp (85%). On comparison with other determinations (Makalowski and Boguski 1998 : 100 bp, 85%; HomoloGene algorithm, NCBI: 100
Figure 3
Functional genomics integrated with comparative mapping. Quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in green are similar traits found to be in conserved regions between rat and human using the comparative maps based on RH backbones. Microarray studies in animal models identify differentially expressed UniGenes in tissue between disease inbred and normal inbred rat strain. Genes found to be differentially expressed (red circles and green circles) and mapping in the QTL region common between rat and human can be further studied in human populations for their potential contribution to the disease. Predictions are separated by species and category. Bin indicates number of virtually mapped unique homologous UniGenes predicted within a conserved segment. Stream indicates number of UniGenes predicted to fall directly upstream or downstream of a unique homologous UniGene anchor currently defining an evolutionary breakpoint prediction. Some predictions are made using conserved segment information from one species and others have been made using both comparative species. The predicted UniGenes have been integrated into the clickable maps found at http://rgd.mcw.edu/VCMAPS and can be queried using the cR distance flanking a region of interest, or by clicking on the rat map backbone.
bp, 85%), we determined that the optimal parameters for virtual comparative mapping were 100 bp (85%).
Construction of Comparative Maps between Rat, Mouse, and Human
All rat, mouse, and human ESTs represented in the UniGene database (NCBI; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/ index.html) were downloaded to a local database and screened for sequence identity using the methodology described above. A compression algorithm, described below, collects and parses the following data into an anchor file: (1) the GenBank accession IDs of the probe ESTs, showing alignment with the target species; (2) RH map location (if available); (3) the associated UniGene ID, with all other mapped ESTs in that UniGene; and (4) the UniGene IDs of the homologous ESTs and related RH map information, any available gene symbols and descriptions, and location (cytogenetic, genetic, and/or RH) data. This file is then compressed into homologous UniGene objects by parsing and reorganizing all data by UniGene ID (see Compression and Scoring Algorithm, below) . This compression results in the identification of many-tomany UniGene objects (it may be that ESTs from multiple UniGenes in one species align with ESTs from multiple UniGenes in another species, see Fig. 4 ). All many-to-many associations are then scored based on the quality and quantity of the gene and EST sequence alignments, consistent map information, and the consistency of assembled aligned sequences.
The best one-to-one assignments are then predicted, and results are sorted accordingly. The scoring algorithm proved to be 91% accurate in predicting known orthologs (based on the 1000 gene test set); therefore, most of the homologies we determine using this algorithm are likely orthologs. After scoring and sorting, all one-to-one homologous UniGene objects are located in an anchor file, which is used to construct the comparative maps.
Compression and Scoring Algorithm
The UniGene-to-UniGene homology prediction in this work is based on the complete collection of the data and information that is consistent with the goal of both identifying unique homologs and mapping UniGenes (as opposed to mapping ESTs). No other homology prediction algorithms (published or available on the Web) incorporate map information into their predictions. In addition, we compute a weighted score of all the alignment information to test which of all possible UniGene-to-UniGene combinations are the most likely orthologs, given the available data. For the goal of this work, it is imperative that potentially irreconcilable information between sequence alignment, mapped ESTs, and EST assemblies be resolved before comparative maps can be constructed. A compression and scoring algorithm was developed that would allow the systematic prediction of unique, mapped, homologous, UniGene anchors. The algorithm is best shown by example (Fig. 4) ). Other alignments can result in more complicated UniGene N:M objects, giving weight to other combinations of objects and potential anchors. UniGene objects fall into four natural categories: category I, one-to-one (1:1); category II, one-to-many (1:M); category III, many-to-one (N:1); and category IV, many-to-many (N:M). One-to-one objects are the basis of the comparative maps, although there are examples of 1:M, N:1, and N:M objects theoretically useful in building maps. For the purpose of these comparison maps, we developed a scoring algorithm to reduce (compress) the three more complex categories of objects into the 1:1 category. The 1:1 object with the highest score is extracted and used as the unique homologous UniGene anchor.
A hierarchy of scores was developed to test the hypothesis that each potential 1:1 object is the most likely unique homologous UniGene anchor, given the available data. The likelihood is defined by three scores, C, A, and P. The C-score calculates the ratio of the number of observed clustered links among aligned sequences between all UniGene pair combinations to the total number of possible links. Clustered links are defined as groups of sequences that are networked together by cross-species alignment and clustered by residing in common UniGenes. In this case, we assume that multiple alignments are most likely the consequence of oversampling the original coding sequence, and thus, they provide false positive weight to the underlying homology. Returning to the representative example (Fig. 4) , we have four clustered links: S 11 aligns to s 11 and s 12 , and S 12 aligns to s 12 ; we say that the alignment links 1, 2, and 3 are clustered together as it may be that S 11 and S 12 and s 11 and s 12 are simply resampled EST sequences and thus are providing redundant alignment information. Thus, these links are only counted once. Link 4 does not cluster with any other links. Links 6 and 7 are clustered together, but link 5 aligns U 2 and u 1 , whereas links 6 and 7 align U 2 and u 2 . Therefore, we count link 5 as a separated cluster. As a result, in this UniGene object, there are a total of 4 clusters of links. Of all possible clustered links, U 1 :u 1 accounts for 2, U 1 :u 2 for 1, U 2 :u 1 for 0, and U 2 :u 2 for 1. The C-scores are calculated in the panel to the right. The advantage of the C-score is that it eliminates the effect of redundant ESTs. The A-score is calculated using all possible links between any aligned sequences within a UniGene object. For U 1 , U 2 :u 1 , u 2 there are a total of seven links, four define U 1 :u 1 , one in U 1 :u 2 ; U 2 :u 1 has none, and U 2 :u 2 has one. The A-score counts all evidence of homology but is biased to oversampled data sets. Finally, a P-score is a qualitative measurement of the certainty in map information of a mapped UniGene; it is the sum of the map information value for a pair of UniGene homologs, each mapped to one position on a chromosome. A map information value of 0.5 is assigned to any UniGene with ESTs that are all mapped to one position (sequences RH mapped to within a 5-cR interval to their mean position are considered mapped to the same position) on one chromosome. UniGenes mapped to m (>1) positions on n (>1) chromosomes are assigned a value of (0.5/m) n . A P-score between 0.5 and 1.0 indicates one of the two UniGene homologs is mapped to one position on a chromosome. P-scores <0.5 indicate that both UniGene homologs are mapped to multiple positions on one chromosome or more.
Potential UniGene objects, unique homologous UniGene anchors, are scored and ranked based on their C-, A-, and P-scores, in that order. In the U 1 , U 2 :u 1 , u 2 example, the unique homologous UniGene anchor is U 1 , u 1 based on the C-score. If needed, the A-score would be used to rank the four options (and U 1 , u 1 would again score highest). In our experience, the P-score is not generally used in ranking (uniqueness is determined by the first two scores generally); however, in every case we have tested, the P-score has ranked a unique 1:1. As data become more abundant, the ranked scoring system will take into account all available data and can be used to incorporate other more refined information while still being used to predict 1:1 anchors. In addition, extensions to the compression algorithm and minor revisions of the scoring systems can be developed to compress and score category II, III, and IV objects (all potential paralog relationships.)
Manual Validation of Maps
For comparison of the maps presented here to those described by Watanabe et al. (1999) , we directly compared the displayed R-H comparative maps, using the rat as a backbone species. For each chromosome, we identified which conserved segments were in common, which were identified only in our maps, and which were identified only in the Watanabe maps. We based consensus on presence of the conserved segment but did not consider the chromosomal location because the map information for the human was based on different mapping methods (human RH versus cytogenetic mapping).
For manual annotation and validation of the current maps, 142 homologous UniGenes on the comparative maps of rat chromosome 3 were checked for their predicted orthologous relationship to human using the HomoloGene database at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ HomoloGene/) and the protein similarities found in the UniGene database at NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ UniGene/), as well as position data using various databases at NCBI, including the UniGene Web page and its links to LocusLink (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/), the hum a n G e n e M a p 9 9 ( h t t p : / / w w w . n c b i . n l m . n i h . g o v / genemap99/), and RATMAP (http://ratmap.gen.gu.se/). If the rat UniGene corresponded to a described gene, protein similarities were checked in the UniGene page. If protein similarities were determined in human, their corresponding nucleotide sequence was identified using Entrée at NCBI, and its corresponding UniGene was determined using the LinkOut option. The maps were then annotated with information including the UniGene ID(s) of the homologous human and/or mouse ESTs, any available gene symbols and descriptions, and location (cytogenetic, genetic, and/or RH) data. The determination of orthologous relationships and associated map information was then compared between the manually annotated map and the map generated using our algorithm.
Virtual Mapping of Additional Genes and ESTs
The computer tools were developed to build and display the virtual comparative maps, using publicly available rat RH maps (RGD, http://rgd.mcw.edu), human GB4 RH maps (GeneMap99, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genemap99/), and mouse RH maps (Mouse Genome Center, http://www.mgc. har.mrc.ac.uk/). Virtual mapping was performed from these comparative maps, using the rat, mouse, and human backbones. Using the rat as a backbone, conserved segments of human and mouse were identified, based on our algorithm. If two UniGenes lie within an uninterrupted conserved segment in one species, additional one-to-one homologous UniGenes between those flanking markers are virtually mapped, based on the map position of the homolog in the other species. If a UniGene defines a potential evolutionary breakpoint, additional one-to-one homologous UniGenes are predicted upstream and/or downstream of that marker. In this case, homologous UniGenes directly upstream or downstream (depending on which end of the conserved segment is being considered) of the UniGene flanking the breakpoint are identified and prioritized for wet-lab mapping to either confirm a segment defined by a single anchor or to extend and better define the evolutionary breakpoint. Predictions were made for all three species' backbones as described above for rat.
